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A b s t r a c t  - This paper presents the principal design of a fuzzy gaussian potential 
neural network (FGPNN) to achieve high capability to learn expert control rules of the 
fuzzy controller. In this construction, each membership function consists of a gaussian 
potential function (GPF) which causes the utilization of a reduced number of labels, 
and eventually the complexity of structural design becomes simple, specially for large 
scale inputs, This in turn reduces the learning trials, to improve the learning speed. 
Thus, the time of the training process, which is based on the ba~k-propagation method, 
is shortened. The construction of an FGPNN is carried out with the minimum number 
of GPF, based on the number of input patterns, to learn the mean vectors and shapes 
of the individual GPFs that basically depend on the desired trajectory. Finally, we 
provide a simulation to evaluate the proposed method for a multi input-output, two- 
link manipulator. 

1. Introduction 

The main idea of fuzzy sets is due to Zadeh [1]-[3]. The, key idea is to develop a 
framework to deal with imprecision. Instead of using the ordinary concept of set 
inclusion, Zadeh introduced a function that expressed the degree of belonging 
to a given set as a function taking values in the range 0 to 1. In fuzzy logic the 
operation corresponds to the minimum or maximum values of the membership 
function. Recently, fuzzy control using the fuzzy reasoning has been estabilished 
as one of the control technologies. As an example, any control designer can 
realize the fuzzy controller with minimum information of the control object, 
compared with the conventional model-based controls, and it can be applied to 
any plant, irrespective of linearity or nonlinearity of the plant. 

One of the problems with fuzzy controller is the need of more trials and errors 
compared to other designs of optimal controllers. Another problem is to scale 
the input data  for the fuzzy support  set and to scale the inferred consequent. 
Another problem is to pick up the tuning of the form of membership functions 
and to select the control rules precisely. The determination of the number of 
rules from the use of the number of fuzzy labels assigned to each input is a 
sophisticated procedure, and in this way an effective fuzzy controller is difficult 
to design, because the number of control rules exponentially increases with the 
increase in the number of input data. 

To overcome the control rule problem, self-organizing fuzzy controllers have 
been proposed by different authors. In this approach, to evaluate the control 
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performance, control rules are modified by using the fuzzy reasoning. Specially, 
a new idea which is a combination of neural network (NN) theory and the fuzzy 
reasoning sounds more attractive. Such fuzzy neural networks (FNNs) [4]-[8] are 
applied to design controllers. In some sense the FNN automatically tunes the 
fuzzy rules and membership functions by using the learning function of neurons. 
Most of the structures of NN developed to date have focused on the update  of 
learning parameters for a fixed NN s t ruc ture .  

However, if an NN has flexible function to achieve high capability in learning 
algorithm, then such an NN may becomes optimal network, in the sense of 
minimizing the control or modelling performance error. 

This article presents a fuzzy gaussian potential neural network (FGPNN) to 
minimize the number of labels in the antecedent part of a fuzzy reasoning, which 
turns out to decrease the number of control rules. Thus, the proposed method 
becomes more effective for multi input-output systems to reduce the complexity 
of the architecture and hence the learning process will be improved. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the functional reasoning. 
Section 3 describes the construction of membership functions in gaussian types. 
Section 4 explains the construction of fuzzy neural network and also describes 
the design of conclusion part. Section 5 describes the learning mechnisms of 
FGPNN and introduces the adaptation method of input scalers. Section 6 gives 
the dynamic equations, of two-link manipulator. Section 7 gives the simulation 
example to evaluate the proposed FGPNN and finally the conclusion follows in 
Section 8. 

2. Funtional Reasoning Theory 

The conventional functional reasoning or its modified version has been applied 
to many problems. For n input variables (x l , . . , xn)  and p output  variables 
(Ul, .., up) as the consequent, any i-th control rule can be given by 

R / :  If xx = A i l  and . . .  and x ,  = Ain 
then ul = fil(x~,...,Xn) and . . .  

and up = lip(x1 .... , xn) (1) 

where P~ is i-th control rule; Aij is the fuzzy set in the antecedent associated 
with the j - th  input variable at the i-th fuzzy rule, f ik(zl ,  . . ,xn) is the function 
associated with the k-th variable in the conclusion at the i-th control rule. By 
applying n confidences, pAiX(zl), ..,Pain(X'n), the confidence in the antecedent 
hi is defined by 

hi  = . . . . ,  . # A i ,  (2 )  

where "." denotes the algebraic product. Therefore, the k-th output  consequent 
can either be derived as the weighted mean of fik (.) with respect to weight hi: 

r 

* )'~i = I hif~k 
uk - E L - l h i  ' k = 1 , . . . , p  (3 )  
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or the weighted sum for rule's output 

r 

= h , . f , k  (4) 
i--1 

where r in both equations (3) and (4) is the number of fuzzy rules; if the number 
of membership functions in the antecedent is l, then in general r = l". 

3. C o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  M e m b e r s h i p  ~ c t i o n  

3.1 The  Gauss ian  T y p e  M e m b e r s h i p  Funct ion  

Horikawa et al. [4] proposed the FSNN (fuzzy sigmoid neural network) for 
a case to provide a pseudo-trapezodial membership function, in which we must 
combine two sigmoid unit functions with the ranges of [0, 1] and of [ -  1, 0]. The 
difficulty is arised on construction method even for single input output system 
and small number of labelling. Watanabe et al. [7] proposed FGNN (fuzzy 
gaussian neural network) which is much simpler than FSNN of Horikawa et al. 
[4]. Also, Ichihashi [8] used similar gaussian membership function, and proposed 
some block hierarchical fuzzy models to reduce the number of parameters when 
the number of input becomes very large. 

3.2 Construction of  Gaussian Potential Membership Function 

The gaussian potential function (GPF) used in this study consists of the 
squared norm of difference of input and mean value vectors. In this method, no 
matter when the number of inputs increases the number of fuzzy rules does not 
increse, but in the case of Watanabe et al. [7] the number of fuzzy rules grows 
with the increase of the number of inputs, thus, the structures of Watanabe et 
al. [7] and Horikawa et al. [4] become very complicate for the case of multi 
input-output systems. The proposed method with GPF turns out to become 
more flexible than the traditional studies by other researchers. Now, let the 

input data vector z ~ [xl,..., xn] T be decomposed into some subdata vectors, 

e.g., Zl ~ [xl,..., xm] and z2 -~ [Zm+l,..., xn] T. The gaussian potential function 
for the vector data zx can be witten by 

1 
f ( z l )  = exp(-~HZl - zll[~:,} (5) 

where ~i is the mean value vector of Zl and E1 is the associated covariance 
matrix. Figure 1 shows the construction of the membership function using a 
neural network. In this figure, the variable with the curled bracket denotes a 
signal passing through the neural network, w, is the scaler for the scalar input 
variable ~i, and the connection weights we and wd denote the cez~ter value and 
the reciprocal value of the standard deviation for a ganssian function on the 
standardized support set. 

In addition, the unit with s y m b o l - 1  generates the output o f - 1 ,  the unit 
with the symbol E outputs the summation of the inputs, and the input-output 
relation at the unit with the symbol f is defined by 
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f ( x )  = x 2 (6) 

Furthermore, the unit with symbols E and s outputs the signal through the 
function s represented as 

S(X) ---- e In(O'5)'x (7) 

by summing the input signals to the unit. Consequently, by using such a neural 
network, a GP F  may be generated such as 

| 2 2 2 
s ( x l ,  x2) = e n ( ~ 1 7 6  w , ,  (8) 

: is ! and Wd2 = where a case with w~l = w,2 = 1,Wel = ~:,wc2 = ~.2, w d l  = al 

shown in Fig. 1. 

w~l { IXAtl (x) } = 

II, AII(XI)  �9 ~&AII(X1) 
{ xt 

(A) 03) (c) (D) 

Fig.  1 Fuzzy gaussian potential membership function 
realized by a neural network 

Using this representation gives the i-th gaussian potential membership func- 
tion for the data  Zl such as 

1 
/2Ail(Z1 ) • e x p { - ~ l l z l  - -i (9) 

where ~ denotes the mean value vector of gaussian potential membership func- 
tion at the i-th fuzzy rule and E~ is the associated covariance matrix. Note here 
that  when ml = {xl,  z~} equation (9) can be rewritten by 

(I0) 

if scalar data  xl and x2 are each independent, where 

ltAil(Xl) m exp [-- l (xl - ~il)2] (:1) 



zu[uo~ Fuoz~unj uo p~q 
~o~u l~in~u l~!~u~o'd u~!ssn~ ~zzn~I g "~!~I 

I 

c~ 

F ~ -x L'//,t 
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1 - i 2  
(x2 - x~) ] (12) pai2(x2) = exp ~ ~/~ j 

and 
E~ = diag(0"~l, 0.~2). (13) 

Thus, in this approach the number of fuzzy rules does not increase even if the 
number of inputs becomes large, because the fuzzy labeling is made on the vector 
data�9 On the other hand, in the traditional approaches [4], [7] the number of 
fuzzy rules exponentially grows as the number of inputs increases, because the 
fuzzy labeling is made on the each scalar data. Hence, the proposed method 
gives a significant simplification in the FNN structure�9 

4.  C o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  F u z z y  G a u s s i a n  P o t e n t i a l  N e u r a l  N e t w o r k s  

Figure 2 illustrates the design example of an FGPNN for a case of four inputs 
(xl ,  ..., x4) and two outputs (u~, u~) with three labels in the antecedent part. 
According to the number of labels, the number of the identifiable control rules 
is r = 32 if two inputs vector data  are defined as zl = (xl ,x2)  and z2 = 
(x3,x4). It should be noted that  the number of identifiable control rules is 
r = 34 = 81 if the fuzzy labeling is made on each input data xl,  ...,x4. Layers 
A ~ E  correspond to the antecedent part,  and layers F and G correspond to the 
conclusion part.  The fuzzy consequent is obtained at layers H and I. At the layer 
C, the function f of unit is represented by (6). At the layer D, the function s 
of unit is written by (7). Note here that  the mean values ~1,.., ~ on the data  
(Xl,..., x4) are realized as connection weights between layers A and B, and the 
reciprocal values 1 / i f i i ,  . . . ,  1/0.i4 on the deviations ( i f i l ,  :- ' ,  0"/4) are also realized 
as connection weights between layers B and C. 

Now, consider a case of linear function with subvector data Zl : (Xl, x2) and 
x2 = (xa,x4) in (1). As usual applications, we suppose the tracking control 
problem under the condition of xl = el, x2 = e2, x3 = el  and x4 = e2, where 
el and e2 denote the tracking errors of plant output 1 and 2, respectively, and 
el and e2 denote their rates of errors. If we use PD-type controllers as the 
conclusion functions f0", J = 1 and 2, it follows that  

[ell �9 �9 �9 e2 (14) 

~2 

[el 1 
~2 

for any i-th rule�9 Here, gains and can be roalized as connection 
weight parameters in the conclusion part of an FNN to be learned. 
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5. L e a r n i n g  Mechanisms 

The interesting point is to construct an FGPNN that gives a desired level of 
performence, even though the network structure does not have enough units. 
We describe the so-called back propagation algorithm, widely' used algorithm 
for training the multilayered hierarchical neural networks. Here we consider the 
multilayered hierarchical neural network consisting of M layers. Let us denote 
th~ i,,p,,t-o,,tp,,~ relation of any unit by f~.j,t ~ r input to ch~ ~ ~l...~;+ at ,h^ 

�9 k and the corresponding output from its unit by o 3. The weight k-th layer by ,i, 
that connects the j- th unit at the k-th layer and the I-th unit at the(k + 1)-th 

. k , k + l  layer is written by wj, t . In addition, Case A denotes a case when the input to 
the k-th layer is output through the function f(.) and the input to the (k + 1)- 
th layer is calculated by the summation (i.e., E) operation. Similarly, Case B 
denotes a case when the input to the k-th layer is output through the function 
f( . )  and the input to the (k + 1)-th layer is calculated by the product (i.e., H) 
operation. Note here that the output layer is assumed to consist of Case A. 
Under these preparations, we have the following input-output relation of a unit: 

i~+1= Z'wJ"k'k+l~ kJ, o~+a= f(i~+l) (16) 
J 

for Case A and 
i~+I= Hw~ik+t~ ' ~ f(i~+1) (17) 

J 
for Case B. 

Now, provided a set of the input-output pattern on a plant, let us denote the 
teaching signal to the i-th unit of the output layer by ti and the output from 
the neural network to which the input pattern is fed by o M. 

5.1 Genera l ized  Learn ing  

For the generalized learning architecture, we consider the following cost per- 
formance: 

1 L 
J -- ~ Z ( t i  - oM) 2 (18) 

i = 1  

so that the weights w~j k+l minimize the above J.  Here, L is the unit number 
of the output layer. Following a gradient descent algorithm, the increment of 
w~ 'k+l denoted by Aw~j '~+1 becomes 

Aw~,k+i OY 
= --,]Owk,k+y (19) 

ij 

where r /> 0 is a learning rate given by a small positive constant. 
At the output layer M, since 

0 J  0 J  0i M 0 J  M-1 
M - 1 , M  = o i M  ,~ M - 1 , M  - -  O--ff-M "Oi owij owlj *j (20) 
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if defining 

gives 

_ _  

oJ 007 M)-,(.~, 
- - o )  : *j ) 007 oi 7 (t~ 

where f ' ( i  M) = df( iM)/di  M. 
output layer is obtained by 

(22) 

Therefore, the increment of the weight at the 

i M - 1 , M  Wi j = ~f f l  Oy-1 (23) 

On the other hand, at any two intermediate layers k and k + 1, we have 

OJ OJ Oi] OJ Ok.- 1 
OtOki; i,k = Oi~ Ow:; l'k = Oi~ * 

(24) 

Defining 

yields 

for Case A, and 

k OJ OJ 0o~ OJ , .k 9 -  

OJ OJ Oqi/k+l ~/k+ lwjk/,k + 1 
003k. : / ~  0//~1 "~O3k -- - - E  " l 

(26) 

OJ ~ 1 0 d  Oi~ +1 ~/k+ 1 wff/,k+l ( H  k,k+lok\ 
00~ = Oi~ +1 00~ = -- E " Wil i) 

l i#j 
(27) 

for Case B. Therefore, it is found that  

~ = S/(~2 k" ) ~ ~I/gk+la~jlk'k+l for case A (28) 
l 

t wit t l l w i t  o i)  for case B (29) 
t i#j 

In addition, we have the increment of the weight at the intermediate layer such 
as: 

Awk- l ,k  ij = /]e~O/k-1 for case i (30) 

A U k  -l 'k : ' ~ 0 ~ - 1 ( ~ I  wk-l'kok-l'lj l ! for case n (31) 
l#i 
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Note here that, for the feedback error learning, if the j- th feedback input is 
represented by ul j ,  then 6M in (22) is replaced by 

= ujd'(i ) (32) 

5.2 Special ized Learning 

Furthermore, for specialized learning, we consider the following cost perfor- 
mance: 

1 m 
J = ~ E ( y d ,  - yi) 2 (33) 

i=1 

to obtain the weights w~ 'k+z that minimize J.  Here, m denotes the number of 
the plant outputs, Ydi the i-th desired reference and yi the i-th output of the 
plant. Then, a further deforming of (21) gives the delta quantity at the output 
layer for a case of multi input-output with coupling input, described by 

# :  

OJ Oo M 
- - 0 o  M Oi M 

,n OJ Oy___Lr 
= Y~- Oyi OoM ~ , j , 

i = 1  
rn 

= ft( iM) E ( Y d i  Oyi (34) j - yi)Ouj ' 
i=1  

where the Oyi/cguj i s defined as 

dyi Oyi cgui dut (35) 

Ay._._ L _.., Oy~ + S-" Oy~ hu~ (36) 
Auj  Ouj "-" Out Auj  

also uj denotes the j- th input to the plant and the f ( i  M) is equal one. Finally, 
the update equation of learning parameters are described by 

�9 "k k - 1  + t ~ A w / k j - l , k ( t )  (37) w~-~'k(t + 11 = wki71'k(t) + yOj O i 

for adjusting the shape of gaussian potential function in the antecedent and 
connection weights in the conclusion part, where a denotes the momentum co- 
efficient with the range in 0 _< a < 1 
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Table 1 Actual values of manipulator parameters 

Link one Link two 

Mass rnl [kg] 5.0 5.0 

Inertia Ii[kg m s] 0.104 0.104 

Length li[m] 0.5 0.5 

Length/$i [m] 0.25 0.25 

5.3 Adaptat ion of  Input Sealers 

Generally, the constant input scalers can be easily determined from the max- 
imum value of the data  obtained through the control experiments. But most 
of the times the input data fail to transform into the predetermined support 
set, because of the addition of the fuzzy compensator to the control system. To 
overcome this problem, we use a simple adaptive method for scaling the input 
data  zl ,  ..., xn, as described by 

0 . 9 x L  
w~,.~ -- Ixil if [W,,otd x xi[ > L (38) 

' We,oral otherwise 

which means that  if the scaled input data are scaled out from the support set 
[ -L ,  L], then the input data are rescaled to fall into the 90% range of the support 
set. 

6. Manipulator Model 

There has recently been a considerable interest in developing efficient con- 
trol algorithms for robot manipulators. The complexity of the control problem 
for manipulators arises mainly from that  of manipulator dynamics itself. The 
dynamics of articulated mechanisms in general, and of robot manipulators in 
particular, involve strong coupling effects between joints as well as centrifugal 
and Coriolis forces. The equations of motion for 2-DOF planar manipulator can 
be written in the compact form as 

M(0)0 + V(O, 0) = r (39) 

where r E i/2 is a vector of joint torques supplied by the actuators, r = [rl rs] T 
and 0 E R 2 is a vector ofjoint positions with 0 = [01 02] T, and the M(0) E R sx2 
is called manipulator inertia mass matrix, whose elements are obtained by 

M l l  = I1 + Is + mll2gl + m2[12nl + 122 + 2/hi/a2 cos(02)] (40) 

M12 = M21 = 12 + m2[1~2 + ln,la2 cos(02)] (41) 

M22 = Is + mfl~2 (42) 

Here :Ij is the moment of inertia for the j - th  link, 19j is the distance from the joint 
j to the center of gravity of the j - th  link. The actual values for the parameters 
of the manipulator are given in Table 1. 
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The vector V(0,/~) E R u represents forces arising from the Coriolis force and 
centrifugal force which are expressed as: 

Vl = -mzl,~l192 sin(O~)(201 + O~)Oz (43) 

Vz = rnzinl la2 sin(02)0~ (44) 

7. Simulation Example 

We use the 4th-order Runge-Kutta-Gill method to simulate the plant dynamics 
state. It is assumed that  the control sampling period is T = 10 [ms], the step 
width of the integration is 0.4 [ms]~ the initial states are 01 = 0.5236 [rad] 
and 02 = 0.4363 [rad], and /gx = 02 = 0. Also, the desired trajectories of 
the manipulator are assumed to be known as time functions of joint positions, 
velocities, and accelerations, that  is, Od, Od' and 0d are expressed as 

a,~l = 0.5 cos(~rt) adz = 0.5 s in( r t )  + 1.0 (45) 

t~al = -0.5~rsin0rt) 0a2 = 0.5~r cos(~rt) (46) 

//al = - 0 . 5 r  2 cos(a't) //az = - 0 . 5 r  z sin(~rt) (47) 

The learning algorithms of both connection weights in the antecedent and 
conclusion parts of FGPNN are implemented. In this study five lables are applied 
to each input subvector as indicated in Fig. 3. The center position values, we, 
are - 4 , - 2 ,  0, 2, 4, and the reciprocal values of standard deviation Wd are all 1, 
in accordance with all of the labels on the support  set [ -4 ,  4]. The initial values 
of the connection weights (i.e., PD gain parameters) in the conclusion parts are 
given in Table 2. 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ / 

I / l i l / ' ~ o  PB 
-_7-__u7r 

~ . 
-4 -2 0 2 4 El or E~ 

Fig.  3 The gaussian potential membership function with 
5 labels on the support set [-4, 4] 
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Fig. 6-b  Tuning d-gain of the first link 
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Fig. 6-d Tuning p-gain of lhe second link 

The control results are shown in Figs 4-a and 4-b. These figures indicate that 
the proposed FGPNN controller shows high ability for the multi/input-output 
system and the plant outputs try to follow the desired trajectories which can 
be counted for the high quality of performance in this method. Also, Figs. 5-a 
and 5-b show the actual control inputs of two-link manipulator. Figures 6-a to 
6-d show the time history of PD learning gains in the conclusion parts. In this 
study, those connection weights are indicated in Fig. 2, used in learning process 
and the results are replaced by other connection weights which are not learned. 
Also, to investigate the effectiveness of learning parameters in the antecedent and 
conclusion parts, the simulations with learning parameters and without learning 
parameters are compared. Totally, from simulation results of Tables 3-a and 
3-b, and figures 6-a to 6-b, it is found that the control was mainly improved by 
using the learning of the conclusions, because the PD gains in conclusion parts 
especially for the first link gave a wide range of variations, but the parameters 
in the antecedent parts made slight changes. 

8. C o n c l u s i o n  

In this paper, an FGPNN has been proposed especially for designing a learning 
fuzzy controller. The proposed method can be utilized for large scale systems to 
simplify the strcuture of fuzzy-neural network configuration by using the concept 
of GPFs. The input and its mean were considered to be a vector form, thus, 
the membership functions formed a potential form. The learning method was 
based on modifying the back-propagution algorithms for the purpose of on-line 
learning (the so-called specialized learning method). In this approach, both the 
connection weights in the antecedent and conclusion parts of FGPNN could be 
learned. The method was applied to construct a controller for robotic manipula- 
tors. The simulation example was also given to demonstrate the validity of the 
proposed method. It was shown that the suggested FGPNN controller gave a 
very good error minimization and a quick convergence to the desired trajectories 
for multi input-output systems. 
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